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MHONGOOSE is a deep survey of the neutral hydrogen distribution in a representative sample
of 30 nearby disk and dwarf galaxies with H I masses from ∼ 106 to ∼ 1011M, and luminosities
from MR ∼ 12 to MR ∼ −22. The sample is selected to uniformly cover the available range in
log(MHI). Our extremely deep observations, down to H I column density limits of well below
1018 cm−2 — or a few hundred times fainter than the typical H I disks in galaxies — will directly
detect the effects of cold accretion from the intergalactic medium and the links with the cosmic
web. These observations will be the first ever to probe the very low-column density neutral gas in
galaxies at these high resolutions.
Combination with data at other wavelengths, most of it already available, will enable accurate
modeling of the properties and evolution of the mass components in these galaxies and link these
with the effects of environment, dark matter distribution, and other fundamental properties such
as halo mass and angular momentum.
MHONGOOSE can already start addressing some of the SKA-1 science goals and will provide a
comprehensive inventory of the processes driving the transformation and evolution of galaxies in
the nearby universe at high resolution and over 5 orders of magnitude in column density. It will
be a Nearby Galaxies Legacy Survey that will be unsurpassed until the advent of the SKA, and
can serve as a highly visible, lasting statement of MeerKAT’s capabilities.
MeerKAT Science: On the Pathway to the SKA
25-27 May, 2016
Stellenbosch, South Africa
∗Speaker.
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1. Introduction
One of the Key Science Questions for the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) is “How do galaxies
assemble and evolve?” The SKA will be able to trace the gradual transformation from primordial
neutral hydrogen (H I) into galaxies over cosmic time. However, direct, detailed and resolved
observations of the sub-kpc-scale physical processes that cause this transformation, taking place
both inside and around these evolving galaxies, will probably stay beyond our reach — even with
the SKA — for a large span of cosmic time due to resolution and sensitivity limitations.
The only place where a comprehensive survey of the “Galactic ecosystem” can be made is the
nearby universe; only locally can we study, in detail, the “baryon cycle”, i.e., the flow of gas into
galaxies, its physical conditions, its transformation into stars, and how it, in turn, is affected by
feedback. Resolved H I observations will tell us how galaxies acquire their gas, how star formation
is sustained and, ultimately, how the dark and visible matter together determine and regulate the
evolution of galaxies.
Local galaxies are the “fossil records” of the distant, high-redshift galaxies, and provide a
wealth of information that will help refine models of galaxy formation and evolution. They provide
the foundations on which studies of higher redshift galaxies must be built.
In 2010, time was allocated on MeerKAT to carry out MHONGOOSE1, a deep H I survey of
30 nearby galaxies. The MHONGOOSE observations aim to reach a 3σ column density limit of
7.5 ·1018 cm−2, at a resolution of 30′′ and integrated over 16 km s−1 (roughly the width of the H I
line). At 90′′ resolution the corresponding 3σ limit is 5.5 ·1017 cm−2.
The large number of short baselines of MeerKAT will efficiently detect low column density
material. Compared to telescopes like the VLA or WSRT, MeerKAT can in a single pointing map
the H I twice as far out into a galaxy’s halo, providing information on evolutionary processes away
from the star forming disks.
MeerKAT will also be the most efficient telescope for producing detailed maps of the high-
resolution (∼ 6′′) H I distribution and kinematics within the disks of nearby galaxies, combining
the baseline distributions of multiple existing (B, C, D) and hypothetical (E) JVLA configurations
in one single array.
Previous surveys of nearby galaxies, such as THINGS [56] and HALOGAS [23], have concen-
trated on either obtaining a high spatial resolution or a high column density sensitivity — neither
THINGS nor HALOGAS achieve both. Thanks to MeerKAT’s combination of exquisite column
density sensitivity, high spatial resolution and large field of view, MHONGOOSE will be the first
survey that does not suffer from these limitations and that will therefore provide information on
the processes driving the transformation and evolution of galaxies in the nearby universe at high
resolution and to low column densities.
Specifically, it will be possible to investigate the low column-density H I, from the outskirts of
the star-forming disks out into the far reaches of the dark matter halo. The observations, sensitive
to column densities some two to three orders of magnitude lower than found in the main disk, will
yield clues on gas flows in and out of the disk, accretion from the intergalactic medium (IGM), the
fuelling of star formation, the connection with the cosmic web and even the possible existence of
1MeerKAT H I Observations of Nearby Galactic Objects; Observing Southern Emitters
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low-mass cold dark matter (CDM) halos. The higher resolution made possible by MeerKAT will
resolve many of these phenomena, thus enabling a more detailed study of their internal structure,
something not possible with previous surveys.
In the 2009/2010 proposal round, one of the projects submitted focused on the properties
and evolution of magnetic fields in (amongst others) nearby galaxies (MeerQUITTENS; Bolton et
al). While that project was not allocated survey time on MeerKAT, the team was encouraged to
make use of commensal observations to incorporate MeerQUITTENS questions into the MeerKAT
science programme. The scientific goals of MeerQUITTENS to determine the detailed 3D structure
of gas and magnetic fields on sub-kpc scales as well as the relationship between magnetic fields
and star formation is still highly relevant today, and MeerKAT promises uniquely powerful leverage
on those questions. For these reasons we are incorporating a description of some of the relevant
polarization science in this paper.
2. Science Questions
The science topics that will be addressed by MHONGOOSE are:
• the importance and effects of cold gas accretion;
• detection of the cosmic web;
• the relation between gas and star formation;
• the relation between dark and baryonic matter;
• the distribution of dark matter within galaxies;
• structure, strength and dynamical importance of magnetic fields.
A summary of the scientific background of some of these topics is given below.
2.1 Accretion
In the inner regions of spirals, time scales for consumption of gas by star formation are much
smaller than a Hubble time, even though the star formation rate has been approximately constant
over most of that time (e.g., [3]). Galactic disks can, in principle, be replenished by accreting
gas-rich companion galaxies, but the slope of the H I mass function is not steep enough for small
companions to supply larger galaxies with a substantial amount of gas for a sufficiently long time.
This implies that spirals have to accrete directly from the IGM.
The presence of cold gas in the halos of our Milky Way and other galaxies has been known for
some time (see, e.g., [55, 45, 51, 23]). Some of this halo H I is likely to be part of a star formation
driven “galactic fountain” [53]. This is suggested by the observation that some of the halo H I
has a similar projected radial distribution to the star formation in the disk and that it has disk-like
kinematics: rotating but lagging behind the main disk (see, e.g., [22]).
However, some of the H I complexes found outside the disks are counter-rotating with respect
to the disk, so cannot have originated in it. Numerical simulations (e.g., [33]) predict that “fingers”
of cooler gas from the IGM can penetrate the hot halos surrounding galaxies and deposit gas into
2
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Figure 11. Projections of cold-gas density in edge-on directions of six discs from Table 2 (from top-left to bottom-right: VEL7 z = 1.17, VEL3 z = 1.50,
VL01 z= 2.45, MW8 z= 2.33, SFG1 z= 3.17, VL11 z= 1.50). The box side and thickness are 0.3Rv. The circle marks 0.1Rv. These projections highlight the
warps associated with the extended tilted ring. The pictures from the simulations with higher resolution and stronger feedback (two top-left panels) highlight
the tilt of the outer ring, which in one extreme case extends out to beyond 30 kpc (VEL7).
and the inner more organized (though still perturbed) rotating disc.
We see that the ‘ring’ in zone III is far from being a uniform ring, as
the gas distribution shows large-scale deviations from circular sym-
metry involving a complex pattern of filaments and clumps that are
reminiscent of the stream pattern in zone II. These four examples
also illustrate that the extent of zone III indeed scales with the virial
radius, typically at 0.3Rv, which implies in turn that it is increasing
with mass and growing in time.
Fig. 11 shows projections of cold-gas density in the edge-on
direction of the disc in six example galaxies from our sample, high-
lighting the tilt of the extended ring, which appears as pronounced
extended warps. Fig. 12 shows another type of images of the den-
sity of cold gas within zone III in four simulated galaxies. These
images were produced using the IFrIT visualization tool. Each gas
cell is treated as a particle and coloured according to the gas density
in the cell. By an optimal selection of opacities for the different
colours and viewing directions, the images attempt to give a certain
three-dimensional impression of the nature of the extended ring
and its relation to the inner disc. These images indicate that the gas
streams in the ring spiral in over less than one circular orbit. This
is confirmed in Fig. 13 that presents streamlines in the same region
for one of the galaxies. The streamlines were generated from one
snapshot by interpolation between the velocities in grid cells. The
streamlines show how the streams bend and gradually join the inner
rotating disc, like a stream of cars entering an expressway (coined
‘on-ramp’ by Keresˇ et al. 2005).
5.2 Kinematics of the extended ring
Fig. 14 shows the distributions of several quantities of interest as a
function of radius r/Rv for each of the four galaxies shown in Fig. 10
and for the four galaxies stacked together (right-hand column).
Each grid cell is represented by a point coloured by log mass of
cold gas and the dark line marks the mass-weighted average at the
given radius. We note that in these pictures elongated horizontal
features may refer to coherent streams, while vertical spikes may
be associated with clumps.
The upper row refers to the ratio of tangential to radial com-
ponents of the velocity Vtan/Vr. We see that at large radii, in
zones II and I, this ratio is typically below unity, indicating rather ra-
dial inflow, except for spikes that represent rotating satellite clumps
with high Vtan. In the inner halo, the ratio is increasing towards the
centre, with the average above unity at r < (0.3− 0.6)Rv, indicating
an increasing tendency for circular motion in zone III.
The second row in Fig. 14 is the impact parameter of the cold
gas. It is computed using b = |r × vˆ|, where r is the position vec-
tor of the gas cell and vˆ is the unit vector in the direction of the
total velocity of the gas cell. The impact parameter is defined as
positive or negative depending on the orientation of each cell’s AM
vector with respect to the disc AM vector. In this case, the dark line
is the mass-weighted average of the absolute value of the impact
parameter. The average tends to be rather flat or slowly declining
with decreasing radius in the outer halo, zone II, following a domi-
nant stream that is represented by a horizontal concentration of red
MNRAS 449, 2087–2111 (2015)
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Figure 1: Visual impression of the morphology of simulated cold accretion features. The small dark brown
ring in the center represents the main galaxy disk. The figure measures ∼ 60 kpc on the side, the circle has a
radius of∼ 10 kpc. This area would fit within one MeerKAT primary beam for distances D> 4 Mpc. Figure
taken from [13].
the disk. This process is called “cold accretion”. Figure 1 gives a visual impression of typical cold
accretion features around simulated galaxies. It is in the context of this cold accretion that the study
of H I halos of galaxies is relevant: it could provide direct observations of the accretion of gas onto
galaxies and forms a strong observational test for models of galaxy evolution.
The current state-of-the art survey of these H I halos is the WSRT HALOGAS project [23].
It has mapped 22 disk galaxies down to a column density limit of ∼ 1019 cm−2, i.e., an order of
magnitude lower than typically found in the main H I disks. The first results of HALOGAS indicate
that some galaxies have extended H I emission at these low levels (see Fig. 2), while others do not:
extensive H I halos have been detected in about 12 of the 22 galaxies observed. It is possible that
some of this gas is related to star formation and galactic fountain processes, but as discussed above,
accretion cannot be excluded. The upper limit on the cold gas accretion rate as determined by
HALOGAS is only ∼ 10% of the current star formation rate in the disk, suggesting most accretion
must occur at lower neutral gas column densities (either because the column density is truly l wer,
or because a larger fraction of the gas is ionised).
The MHONGOOSE observations will probe a factor ∼ 50 deeper in column density than
HALOGAS and these deep observations will show how the low column density gas is connected
with the cosmic web and where accretion occurs. Cold accretion is predicted to be the dominant
process in galaxie with baryonic masses log(Mbar) < 10.3 [33] corresponding to H I masses be-
low a few times 109 M. The latter value is approximately equal to the average H I mass of the
HALOGAS galaxies. To increase the chances f detecting the direct effects of cold accretion, the
MHONGOOSE sample contains a larger number of galaxies with lower H I masses.
3
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Figure 2: Comparison of shallow THINGS and deep HALOGAS observations of NGC 925 at the same
spatial resolution. Left: The H I distribution of NGC 925 from THINGS, convolved to the WSRT resolution.
Lowest contour at 9 · 1019 cm−2, with each contour double the previous value. Center: False-color image
of the baryonic components. Blue shows the H I distribution derived from THINGS, cyan the distribution
of young stars derived from GALEX data. Right: The H I distribution as observed by the deep WSRT
HALOGAS survey. Lowest contour 1.8 ·1019 cm−2 with each contour double the previous value.
2.2 Cosmic Web
The cold accretion process described above delivers gas from the cosmic web into galaxies.
This process is a prediction of high-resolution numerical models of structure formation (e.g., [14,
12]). These predict that most of the baryons at low redshift are in a warm-hot intergalactic medium
(WHIM; T = 105–107 K), while 25% are in the 104 K diffuse IGM, with only 25% condensed in
galaxies and their gaseous halos. Due to the moderately high temperature in the IGM (> 104 K),
most of the gas in the cosmic web is ionised. To detect the cooler baryons in the cosmic web, a
column density sensitivity of ∼ 1017−18 cm−2 is required [48]. Observationally the presence of
cold gas around galaxies out to radii of at least ∼ 300 kpc has been established (e.g., [5]).
MHONGOOSE will have enough sensitivity to reach these column density values. At a reso-
lution of 90′′, the typical 3σ column density sensitivity of the observations will be∼ 5 ·1017 cm−2.
Stacking the H I profiles will push the effective column density sensitivity even lower by a factor
of several. Pushing radio technology to the limit is the only way forward: optical telescopes will
for the foreseeable future not be able to directly detect in emission the ionized gas which the H I
traces.
These sensitivities are close to those obtained by very deep single-dish H I observations. The
deepest of these are probably the observations by [6] (using the WSRT as a single dish) of the low-
column density features around and between M31 and M33. In these observations, the 3σ limit
over 16 km s−1 is 1.1 ·1017 cm−2, but with an angular resolution of ∼ 49′.
A larger collection of very deep observations with the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) of the
HALOGAS and THINGS galaxies has been obtained by D.J. Pisano (in prep.; see [47, 16]). These
reach a 3σ sensitivity of∼ 6 ·1017 cm−2. However, sheer column density sensitivity is not enough.
For example, [57, 58] show that the diffuse low column density gas between M31 and M33 ob-
served by [6] is resolved in several kpc-sized clouds when observed at higher spatial resolutions.
The 90′′ MeerKAT beam measures a few kpc at the typical distance of our sample and is thus very
well matched with the expected sizes of the cold accretion clouds. It is the powerful combination
of column density sensitivity and spatial resolution that makes MeerKAT the ideal instrument for
this work.
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2.3 Gas and star formation
MHONGOOSE will be able to make several key tests of interstellar medium (ISM) and star
formation physics. Some of the work on this was also done by the THINGS survey [56] where
obtaining a better understanding of the relation between gas and star formation was one of the
main science goals [37]. The limited sensitivity of THINGS constrained these studies, however, to
the optical disk only. The higher sensitivity of the MHONGOOSE observations, at a similar angular
resolution, means these studies can now be extended to the outer parts of the disks. Molecular gas
has been detected in the far outer parts of disks, so H I certainly changes phase there, leading to
star formation [18].
In these outer parts, where H I dominates, the ratio of UV to H I column density is the key tracer
of the timescale and efficiency of star formation. We will compare this observable to proposed star
formation timescales (e.g., [34, 37, 59]) and thresholds (e.g., [52, 15, 60]). With the MeerKAT
observations providing the angular resolution to isolate specific conditions of the ISM, and the
velocity resolution to separate warm and cold H I [29], MHONGOOSE promises to be a unique
data set to study star formation in galaxy outskirts.
The MHONGOOSE sample includes edge-on galaxies, ensuring that deep and sensitive ob-
servations will be available for a detailed study of the vertical distribution of the H I, associated
flaring of the disk, the presence of gas above the disk as well as galactic fountain-type outflows due
to star formation.
The large range in stellar disk mass in the MHONGOOSE sample will enable a study of the
effect of increasing disk domination on the dark matter distributions in more massive galaxies. We
will infer the distribution of dark matter and relate this to, e.g., disk mass density, scale length, disk
spin/angular momentum, bulge/disk ratio, and star formation rate.
3. Sample Definition and observing time
In 2010, time was allocated to study a sample of 30 galaxies, chosen uniformly from bins in
log(MHI) over the range 6 < log(MHI)< 11, thus ensuring a flat distribution in log(MHI). The pre-
cursor sample from which our sample has been selected is based on SINGG (Survey for Ionization
in Neutral Gas Galaxies; [42]). SINGG targeted ∼ 500 HIPASS-detected nearby galaxies, also
selected uniformly in bins of log(MHI). The SINGG galaxies were selected to have a HIPASS peak
flux > 50 mJy, a galactic latitude |b|> 30◦, a projected distance from the center of the LMC > 10◦
and a Galactic standard of rest velocity > 200 km s−1. Hα , optical, infrared and ultraviolet data
are available for the SINGG galaxies.
In selecting the MHONGOOSE galaxies, strongly interacting galaxies and dense group and
cluster environments were avoided, since studies of isolated galaxies have shown that the gas cap-
tured from companion galaxies and galactic fountain processes (due to star formation and AGN)
are minimized in these environments (AMIGA project: e.g., [19, 20, 38, 36, 50]). The contribution
of the cold gas accretion should thus stand out more prominently this way. We further limited the
sample to δ <−10◦ and a distance D< 30 Mpc (and excluded the MeerKAT Fornax survey region,
PI Paolo Serra). The distance limit ensures that the beam of MeerKAT at the highest resolution is
always smaller than ∼ 1 kpc (comparable to the THINGS resolution). This left a target list of
5
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6 < log(MHI) < 8 8 < log(MHI) < 8.5 8.5 < log(MHI) < 9 
9 < log(MHI) < 9.5 9.5 < log(MHI) < 10 10 < log(MHI) < 11 
ESO300-G016 NGC1592 IC4951
UGCA 320 ESO362-G011 NGC7424
Figure 3: SINGG [42] images of one galaxy each from each of the 6 H I mass bins. Orange/yellow shows
the Hα emission, blue the optical R-band. A full set of images is available on the MHONGOOSE website
at http://mhongoose.astron.nl.
88 galaxies. These were divided in 6 bins of log(MHI), and in each bin 5 galaxies were selected,
where each galaxy was selected to be either edge-on, face-on or with an intermediate inclination of
50–60 degrees. Face-on allows the best characterization of the morphology of the ISM, as well as
determination of vertical motions. Edge-on allows an unambiguous characterization of the vertical
structure of the ISM. The intermediate inclination range is optimal for determining rotation curves
and kinematical modeling. Care was taken that a range in rotation velocity and star formation rate
was covered2. A selection of SINGG images of the sample galaxies is shown in Fig. 3.
The desired column density limit for MHONGOOSE is 7.5 ·1018 cm−2 at 3σ over 16 km s−1
at 30′′ resolution. For the 2010 MeerKAT parameters, this corresponds to a noise of 0.074 mJy
beam−1 per 5 km s−1 channel assuming natural weighting3. With the current, updated MeerKAT
parameters, this noise level is reached after 48h on-source, assuming natural weighting. Assuming
an overhead of 15% for set-up and calibration, results in a total time per galaxy of 55h. The total
observing time to reach this sensitivity for the whole sample therefore becomes 30× 55h = 1650
hours.
2For a more extensive description of the sample selection see the MHONGOOSE website at
http://mhongoose.astron.nl.
3The calculation of the column density also includes a factor to take into account the increased noise due to tapering;
cf. Fig. 4 and Table 3 in the original Call for Large Survey Projects [4].
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KAT-7 Observations of M83 11
Figure 8. H i column density contours (same levels as in Figure 6), overlaid on the three-color WISE image. In this image, the blue
channel is formed from W1 and W2, the green channel from W1, W2, and W3, and the red channel from W3 and W4. Each channel is
displayed using a square root stretch. The two arrows indicate the directions toward the Virgo Cluster (VC) and the Centaurus A (CenA)
group. Note that UGCA 365 is visible to the north of the extended disk of M 83 itself, and NGC 5264 to the east. These companions
are show in greater detail in the upper right and upper left panels, respectively.
c  2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–19
Figure 4: KAT-7 3-pointing mosaic of the extended H I distribution of M83 [25]. Contours show H I column
densities and start at 5.6×1018 cm−2 increasing by powers of 1.778. The contours are overlaid on a three-
color WISE image. In this image, the blue channel is formed from W1 and W2, the green channel from W1,
W2, and W3, and the red channel from W3 and W4. Each channel is displayed using a square-root stretch.
The image measures 1.5 by 1.5 degrees.
4. Comparison with previous surveys
MHONGOOSE is designed to optimally mak us of MeerKAT’s unique capabilities: a high
spatial and spectral resolution in combination with an excellent column density sensitivity and a
wide field of view.
Most interferometric H I surveys of nearby galaxies in the last decade have concentrated on
high angular resolution observations with a fairly modest column density sensitivity. These are
surveys such as THINGS [56], LITTLE THINGS [28] and VLA-ANGST [46] which all reach
column density limits of ∼ 1020 cm−2. The HALOGAS survey [23] is an exception to this. It
used long integration times with the WSRT to reach column densities around ∼ 1019 cm−2, but at
relatively low angular resolutions (15′′–30′′).
To put MHONGOOSE in the context of these surveys, we compare their respective sensitivities
in Fig. 5. Sensitivities of existing surveys have been taken from the source papers, and have all
been converted to a 3σ limit, integrated over a 16 km s−1 channel. It is clear that the observations
of THINGS and its siblings only probe the high column density H I. Smoothing these data to
lower resolutions increases their sensitivity somewhat, but the real jump in sensitivity is made by
the HALOGAS survey. Recent, ultra-deep observations of the THINGS and HALOGAS galaxies
obtained with the GBT [47, 16] are also indicated. These are some of the deepest H I observations
ever done, but with a limited angular resolution (∼ 9′). IMAGINE (PI A. Popping) is a survey
currently underway at the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) which also aims to image
low-column density structures around nearby galaxies using the most compact configurations of
ATCA. The angular resolution will be a few times better than the GBT observations.
7
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Figure 5: MHONGOOSE H I spectral line sensitivity versus other surveys. Light- and dark-orange filled
circles show the sensitivities for individual galaxies in the THINGS survey, using robust=0.5 and natural
weighting, respectively [56]. Light- and dark-orange open circles show the same for the LITTLE THINGS
survey [28]. Dark-orange squares show the natural-weighted THINGS observations spatially smoothed to
30′′. Open and filled brown trianges show the individual HALOGAS [23] sensitivities at full resolution using
robust=0, and tapered with a 30′′ taper, respectively. Light- and dark-gray stars indicate observations of
NGC 2903 by [31], the AGES survey [43], and the IMAGINE survey. Dark-green stars indicate the GBT
observations of THINGS and HALOGAS galaxies by Pisano (in prep.). The bottom green star indicates
the deep M31 observation by [58] discussed in Sect. 4.2. Average sensitivities of the HIPASS, ALFALFA,
and LVHIS surveys are also indicated. The MHONGOOSE sensitivity is indicated by the thick blue line.
The dotted green lines show the expected sensitivities for SKA1-MID for observing times of 10h, 100h and
1000h.
Also shown is the expected sensitivity of the MHONGOOSE observations. It is abundantly
clear that over the entire range of angular resolution shown here the MeerKAT observations will be
superior4.
At the highest resolutions, MHONGOOSE will achieve the resolution of THINGS, but will be
an order of magnitude deeper in column density. At resolutions of ∼ 1′ the observations reach the
depth of the deepest GBT observations of nearby galaxies, but with an order of magnitude better
angular resolution.
Using the known distances to the sample galaxies we can compare the column density sen-
sitivities as a function of physical scale. For each galaxy in the MHONGOOSE sample we can
calculate the column density as a function of physical resolution. As we vary the beam size from
8′′ to 90′′, each galaxy creates a track in the column density-physical resolution plane.
4The MHONGOOSE column densities take into account the increased noise due to tapering to the desired resolu-
tion, as derived using the most recent MeerKAT antenna configurations.
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Figure 6: Column density sensitivity for individual MHONGOOSE galaxies as a function of linear resolu-
tion. Symbols are as in Fig. 5, and the blue lines show the sensitivity for each galaxy as the beam size is
changed from 8′′ to 90′′. Panels show the galaxies in each H I mass bin. Note that in the lower centre panel
6 galaxies are shown, as one of the MHONGOOSE pointings covers two galaxies at different distances.
In Fig. 6 we show the tracks of the galaxies for each of the H I mass bins of the sample. We
also show the galaxies from the other H I surveys with H I masses in that same bin. We see that the
highest and lowest mass bins are very much unexplored at low column densities. The galaxies of
HALOGAS mostly fall within the 9 < log(MHI)< 10 mass bin, but even here the MHONGOOSE
observations will probe an order of magnitude deeper for a given linear size.
4.1 MHONGOOSE and low column densities
Multiple independent lines of evidence show that the surface area subtended by H I at column
densities near 1017 cm−2 is a factor of two larger than that seen at 1019 cm−2 [11, 6, 48, 7]. In other
words, sizes of the H I disks will increase in area by a factor of two compared to the observations
provided by surveys such as THINGS and HALOGAS.
The left panel in Fig. 7 shows the H I column density distribution function, or the likelihood
that a line of sight encounters a certain column density. This shows that as one goes to lower
column densities, the area covered by the H I increases, except around ∼ 1019 cm−2, where the
slight dip in the function leads to the observed “edge” of the H I disk.
This is further illustrated in Fig. 7 (center), showing the fractional area fA =A(NHI)/dlog(NHI)
as a function of column density NHI . We see that the disk hardly grows around ∼ 1019 cm−2, but
then increases in size quickly again below a few times 1018 cm−2. HALOGAS probed the 1019
cm−2 regime and, while it picked up low column density gas in and around the disks of galaxies,
it did not observe a significant increase in the size of the disk. MHONGOOSE will take us in
a regime where disk size growth is very pronounced. The middle panel in Fig. 7 shows that the
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Fig. 5. Left panel: H I distribution function after gridding to 80 kpc (dashed (red) line). The solid (blue) line corresponds to data gridded to a 2 kpc
cell size. Filled dots correspond to the QSO absorption line data (Corbelli & Bandiera 2002). Right panel: combined H I distribution functions
of the simulation, gridded to a resolution of 2 kpc (solid (blue) line) and 80 kpc (dashed (purple) line). Overlaid are distribution function from
observational data of M 31 (Braun & Thilker 2004), WHISP (Swaters et al. 2002; Zwaan et al. 2005) and QSO absorption lines (Corbelli &
Bandiera 2002) respectively. The reconstructed H I distribution function corresponds very well to all observed distribution functions.
4.2. H I distribution function
As mentioned above, the low and intermediate column densities
(NHI < 1019 cm−2) do not have a very significant contribution to
the total mass budget of H I.
For comparison with our simulation, the H I distribution
function derived from QSO absorption line data will be used as
tabulated in Corbelli & Bandiera (2002). For the QSO data the
column density distribution function f (NHI) is defined such that
f (NHI)dNHIdX is the number of absorbers with column density
between NHI and NHI+dNHI over an absorption distance interval
dX. We derive f (NHI) from the statistics of our reconstructed H I
emission. The column density distribution function in a recon-
structed cube can be calculated from,
f (NHI) = cH0dz
A(NHI)
dNHI
cm2, (11)
where dX = dzH0/c and A(NHI) is the surface area subtended by
H I in the column density interval dNHI centred on NHI.
As the simulations contain H I column densities over the full
range between NHI = 1014 and 1021 cm−2, we can plot the
H I column density distribution function f (NHI) over this en-
tire range with excellent statistics, in contrast to what has been
achieved observationally. In the left panel of Fig. 5 we over-
lay the H I distribution functions we derive from the simulations
with the data values obtained from QSO absorption lines as tab-
ulated by Corbelli & Bandiera (2002) (black dots). The hori-
zontal lines on the QSO data points correspond to the bin-size
over which each data point has been derived. Vertical error bars
are not shown, as these have the same size as the dot. Around
NHI = 1019 cm−2 there is only one data bin covering two or-
ders of magnitude in column density, illustrating the difficulty
of sampling this region with observations. This corresponds to
the transition between optically thick and thin gas, where only
a small increase in surface covering is associated with a large
decrease in the column density.
The dashed (red) line corresponds to data gridded to a 80 kpc
cell size. At low column densities the simulated distribution
function agrees very well with the QSO absorption line data.
The transition from optically thick to optically thin gas happens
within just a few kpc of radius in a galaxy disk (Dove & Shull
1994). Clearly a reconstructed cube with a 80 kpc cell size does
not have enough resolution to resolve such transitions. Some
form of plateau can be recognised in the coarsely gridded data
above NHI = 1016 cm−2, however it is not a smooth transition.
Furthermore because of the large cell size, no high column den-
sity regions can be reconstructed at all. The cores of galaxies
have high column densities, but these are severely diluted within
the 80 kpc voxels.
To circumvent these limitations, structures with an H I mass
exceeding 5×108 M⊙ in an 80 kpc voxel have been identified for
individual high resolution gridding. This mass limit is chosen to
match the mass-resolution of the simulation. The mass of a typ-
ical gas particle is ∼2.5 × 107 M⊙, when taking into account the
abundance of hydrogen with respect to helium, we need at least
20 gas particles to form a 5 × 108 M⊙ structure. As the neutral
fraction is much less than one for most of the particles, the num-
ber of particles in one object is much larger. We find 719 struc-
tures above the mass limit and grid a 300 kpc box around each
object with a cell size of 2 kpc.
We emphasise that gridding to a higher resolution does not
mean that the physics is computed at a higher resolution. We are
still limited by the simplified physics and finite mass resolution
of the particles. A method of accounting for structure or clump-
ing below the resolution of the simulation is described in e.g.
Mellema et al. (2006). To derive the clumping factor, they have
used another simulation, with the same number of particles, but a
much smaller computational volume, and thus higher resolution.
In our analysis, we accept that we cannot resolve the smallest
structures, since we are primarily interested in the diffuse outer
portions of galactic disks. We have chosen a 2 kpc voxel size,
as this number represents the nominal spatial resolution of the
simulation. The simulation has a gravitational softening length
of 2.5 kpc h−1, but note that the smoothing lengths can go as low
as 10% of the gravitational softening length.
Distribution functions are plotted for simulated H I using
the two different voxel sizes of 80 and 2 kpc in the left panel
of Fig. 5. When using a 80 kpc voxel size, the reconstructed
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maps are unable to resolve structures with high densities,
causing erratic behaviour at column densities above NHI ∼
1017 cm−2. When using the smaller voxel size of 2 kpc, there
is an excellent fit to the observed data between about NHI =
1015 and 1020.5 cm−2. The lower column densities are not repro-
duced within the sub-cubes (although they are in the coarsely-
gridded full simulation cube), while the finite mass and spatial
resolution of the simulation do not allow a meaningful distribu-
tion function to be determined above about NHI = 1021 cm−2.
Below NHI = 1020 cm−2 a transition can be seen with the dis-
tribution function becoming flatter. The effect of self-shielding is
decreasing, which limits the amount of neutral hydrogen at these
column densities. Around NHI = 1017 cm−2 the optical depth to
photons at the hydrogen ionisation edge is equal to 1 (Zheng
& Miralda-Escudé 002). Self-shielding no longer has any ef-
fect below this column density and a second transition can be
seen. Now the neutral fraction is only determined by the bal-
ance between photo-ionisation and radiative recombination. The
distribution function is increasing again as a power law toward
the very low column densities of the Lyman-alpha forest. The
slope in this regime agrees very well with the SO data. Note
that the 2 kp gridde data ar slightly offset to lower occur-
rences compared to the 80 kpc gridded data. This is because we
only considered the vicinity of the largest mass concentrations in
the simulation for high resolution sampling. For the same reason
the function is not representative below NHI ∼ 3 × 1014 cm−2,
while for the full, 80 kpc gridded cube it can be traced to
NHI ∼ 5 × 1013 cm−2. Of course, lower column density sys-
tems can be produced in these simulations when artificial spectra
are constructed (e.g. Davé & Tripp 2001; Oppenheimer & Davé
2009), but our focus here is on the high column density systems
that are well-described by our gridding approach.
Th distribution functions after gridding to 2 kpc (solid line),
d the low column density end of the 80 kpc gridding (dotted
line) are plotted again in the right panel of Fig. 5, but now with
several observed distributions overlaid. The high column den-
sity regime is covered by the WHISP data (Swaters et al. 2002;
Noordermeer et al. 2005) in H I emission; a Schechter function
fit to this data by Zwaan et al. (2005) is shown by the dashed
line. The dash-dotted line shows H I emission data from the ex-
tended M 31 environment after combining data from a range of
different telescopes (Braun & Thilker 2004). Since this curve is
based on only a single, highly inclined system, it may not be as
representative as the curves based on larger statistical samples.
Our simulated data agrees very well with the various observed
data sets. The distribution function indicates that there is less H I
surface area with a column density of NHI ∼ 1019 cm−2 than at
higher column densities of a few times 1020 cm−2. This is indeed
the case, which can be seen if the relative occurrence of different
column densities is plotted. In Fig. 6 the fractional area is plot-
ted (dashed line) as function of column density on logarithmic
scale, which is given by:
f A = A(NHI)d log(NHI) · (12)
The surface area first increases from the highest column densi-
ties (which are poorly resolved in any case above 1021 cm−2)
down to a column density of a few times 1020 cm−2, but then re-
mains relatively constant (per logarithmic bin). Only below col-
umn densities of a few times 1018 cm−2 does the surface area per
bin start to increase again, indicating that the probability of de-
tecting emission with a column density near NHI ∼ 1017 cm−2
is significantly larger compared to detecting emission with a
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Fig. 6. Fractional area of reconstructed H I (dashed line, right-hand axis)
a d cumulated surface area (solid line, left-hand axis) plotted against
column density on a logarithmic scale with a bin size of d log(NHI) =
0.2. The probability of detecting emission with a column density near
NHI ∼ 1017 cm−2 is significantly larger than around NHI ∼ 1019.5 cm−2.
The cumulated surface area is normalised to that at a column den-
sity of NHI = 1016 cm−2. At column densities of NHI ∼ 1017 cm−2,
the area subtended by H I emission is much larger than at a limit of
NHI ∼ 1019.5 cm−2, which is the sensitivity limit of most current obser-
vations of nearby galaxies.
column density of NHI ∼ 1019 cm−2. Also of interest are plots
f the cumulative H I mass and surface area.
The solid line in Fig. 6 shows the total surface area subtended
by H I exceeding the indicated column density. The plot is nor-
malised to unity at a column density of NHI = 1016 cm−2. At high
column densities the cumulative fractional area increases only
moderately. Below a column density of NHI ∼ 1018 cm−2 there
is a cl ar bend and the function starts to increase more rapidly.
At column densities of NHI ∼ 1017 cm−2, the area subtended by
H I emission is much larger than at a limit of NHI ∼ 1019.5 cm−2,
which corresponds to the sensitivity limit of most current obser-
vations of nearby galaxies.
4.3. H I column density
In Fig. 7 column density maps are shown of the total and the
neutral hydrogen distribution. The maps are integrated over the
full 32 h−1 Mpc depth of the cube, with the colour-bar showing
logarithmic column density in units of cm−2. The total hydro-
gen map reaches maximum values of NH ∼ 1021 cm−2, while the
connecting filaments have column densities of approximately an
order of magnitude less. In the intergalactic medium, the col-
umn densities are still quite high, NH ∼ 1019 cm−2, yielding a
very large mass fraction when the large surface area of the inter-
galactic medium is taken into account.
In the column density map of neutral hydrogen it can be seen
that it is primarily the peaks which remain. At the locations of
the peaks of the total hydrogen map, we can see peaks in the
H I map with comparable column densities, that correspond to
the massive galaxies and groups. The filaments connecting the
galaxies can still be recognised, but with neutral column den-
sities of the order of NHI ∼ 1016 cm−2. Here the gas is still
relatively dense, but not dominated by self-shielding, resulting
in a lower neutral fraction. In the intergalactic regime, the neu-
tral fraction drops dramatically. The gas is highly ionised with
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Fig. 14. Column density maps of four reconstructed objects as seen in neutral hydrogen with contours of Dark Matter (left panels), Stars (middle
p nel ) and mol ular hydrogen (right pa els). For both the Dark Matter and the stars contour levels are at N = 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100 ×
106 M⊙ kpc−2. For the molecular hydrogen contours are drawn at NH2 = 1018, 1019, 1020 and 1021 cm−2. Stars are concentrated in the very
dense parts of the H I objects, d rk matt r is more extended, however the extended H I does not always trace the dark matter. The H I satellites or
companions are within the same Dark Matter Halo, but do not always contain stars.
H I structures in the simulation may be similar to those occur-
ring in nature. The simulation cannot reproduce structures that
resemble actual galaxies in detail. Besides the finite mass reso-
lution of the SPH-particles of ∼107 M⊙, there are the inevitable
limitations on the included physical processes and their practical
implementation. Nonetheless, we may begin to explore the fate
of partially neutral gas in at least the diffuse outskirts of major
galaxies.
Despite the limitations, the simulations can reproduce many
observed statistical aspects of H I in galaxies, which is very
Figure 7: Figures from [48]. Left panel: the H I column density distribution function. Note the dip near
1019 cm−2 causing n “edge” to the H I di ks of galax s. Middle pa el: fractional area (green) of a galaxy
disk. The bl e line sh ws the increase in area towards low r colu n densities. The area at 1016 cm−2 has
been arbitrarily set to 1. Right panel: simulation of the morphology of the low column density material.
Th material is expect d to be lumpy. The bar indicates the column density as log(NHI/(cm−2)), contours
indicate the locatio s of the st llar component.
rea subtended by the 1017 cm−2 emission is twice as large as that of the 1019 cm−2 emission and
∼ 65% larger tha t at of the 1018 cm−2 emission.
How ver, d tecting an increase in disk size is not the main goal of these observations. Rather,
we want to characterize the morphology and dynamics of the ultra-low column density material
as his is not expected to be in a smooth, homogene usly distributed disk. Simulations by [48]
already indicate that the 1017 cm−2 material is likely distributed as clumps and clouds of a few kpc
in size (se the righ p n l in Fig. 7). According to [48], thes clouds are associated with accretion
from the cos ic web. In a recent study, [58] ave also show that the material detected between
M31 and M33 (originally detected as a smooth component by [6]) is clumpy at similar scales when
observed at higher re ol tio s. This extremely deep obs rvat on is indicated separately in Fig. 5.
Very d ep si gl pointings with the GBT by D.J. Pisano (priv. comm.), arranged in a sparsely
sampled gri around NGC 2403, NGC 3198 nd M31, and reaching column density limits of
∼ 1017 cm−2, confirm this. Aside fr m the l mited resolution, sparsely s mpled s gle pointings
will, however, not be able to constrain the dynamics and morphology of the lowest column density
gas. MeerKAT is currently the only telescope with the sensitivity and resolution that can address
this and therefore uniquely placed to investigate this SKA1 key science question.
4.2 Magnetic fields in the MHONGOOSE galaxies
Magnetic fields are a crucial component of the ISM and the star formation cycle, but their
detailed properties and role in galaxy evolution are still unclear. Observations of polarised syn-
chrotron radiation in nearby galaxies (see, e.g., [1]) have given us a clear picture of the overall
structure and energetics of galactic magnetic fields within the star forming disk. With modern ra-
dio techniques, we are now opening the window to the detailed 3D structure of gas and magnetic
fields on scales relevant to constrain models of ISM physics (e.g., [40]). The relationship between
detailed magnetic structure and star formation will be probed for the first time with the MHON-
GOOSE observations. We now appreciate that there exist deep degeneracies between source mod-
els with different combinations of synchrotron emission, magneto-ionic turbulence, and Faraday
rotation (e.g., [27]). Through broadband synchrotron observations, these models can be distin-
guished (e.g., [24], Williams et al., in prep.). The key is in collecting polarimetric data over a wide
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range of λ 2 as even a modest increase can lead to strong leverage on distinct models of depolarisa-
tion effects. Techniques such as Rotation Measure Synthesis and QU-Fitting will be employed to
derive maximum benefit from the MHONGOOSE polarimetry data.
For the nominal 0.9-1.6 GHz L-band continuum data, the instrumental precision in Faraday
Rotation Measure (RM) is 23 rad/m2. This means that for well-detected polarised emission (S/N>
8) the effective RM precision is. 1 rad/m2, sufficient to identify kpc-scale fluctuations in magnetic
field strength, within the star-forming ISM, of order 20 nG (cf. the typical magnetic field strength
of 1-10 µG). MHONGOOSE will provide detailed measurements of magnetic field fluctuations in
the ISM of the target galaxies.
MHONGOOSE will also provide a sensitive probe of the non-thermal component in the outer
parts of galaxies (beyond the main star forming disk), tracing the large-scale morphology of mag-
netic fields and the magnetic connection to the IGM. This will be possible both through detection
of diffuse polarised synchrotron radiation, as well as by identifying foreground contributions to
the RM of background polarised radio galaxies. Thanks to the high sensitivity of MeerKAT’s
broadband continuum mode (typical sensitivity of 0.75 µJy beam−1 for 48h on-source, or 0.15
µJy beam−1 for the ultra-deep MHONGOOSE targets), diffuse synchrotron will be detected well
outside the 25 mag arcsec−2 diameter D25, and a typical background polarised source density of
& 100 deg−2 will be recovered at S/N ≥ 10 (based on [49]). This kind of density is sufficient to
work out the large-scale magnetic field properties even if no diffuse synchrotron is detected from
the foreground (target) galaxy itself [54]. The MHONGOOSE observations will thus provide new
constraints on the evolution of magnetic fields in galaxies, as well as the possible magnetisation of
the IGM [1]. The MHONGOOSE sample is an excellent testbed for addressing questions regarding
the evolution of magnetism, thanks to the broad diversity of galaxy properties that results from the
adopted sample selection (e.g., rotational velocity and star formation rate, the two key ingredients
of the galactic dynamo process; see. e.g., [2]).
5. Summary
MHONGOOSE is a MeerKAT Large Survey Project to map the neutral hydrogen distribution
in a sample of 30 nearby galaxies. The sample covers all inclinations, H I masses from ∼ 106 to
∼ 1011 M, and luminosities fromMR∼ 12 to MR∼ 22. It samples the complete range of conditions
found in local galaxies: from prominent star forming disks all the way out to the little-explored
low-column density gas far out in the dark matter halo. MHONGOOSE will be the first survey
to provide a comprehensive inventory of the processes driving the transformation and evolution of
galaxies in the nearby universe over 5 orders of magnitude in H I mass and column density. The
MHONGOOSE data, in combination with data at other wavelengths, will provide the largest, most
detailed and versatile legacy database of nearby galaxy observations that will not be surpassed until
the SKA starts observing.
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